
Imagine a world free of harmful  
chemicals. A place where man-made 
toxics no longer threaten  
our health and the  
environment around us.  
It is possible. We are  
working to make it happen.  

Welcome to ChemSec





ChemSec, the International Chemical Secretariat, is a non-profit 

organisation working for a toxic free environment. To achieve this, 

we work to highlight the health and environmental risks of hazard-

ous substances, make accurate, science-based information read ily 

available, engage business and speed up legislative processes. This 

approach puts ChemSec in a unique position to promote open dia-

logue be tween authorities, business, science and civil society so that 

effective action is taken. While important steps toward the elimina-

tion of toxics have been taken in recent years, we are not there yet  

– a lot of work remains.
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ChemSeC
– working for a toxic free world



ToxICS knoW no boundarIeS
our bodies contain traces of hundreds of man-made 
chemicals some of which may cause cancer, disrupt 
hormonal systems or adversely affect reproductive 
functions. hazardous chemicals go far beyond national 
boundaries, they are carried by the wind, the  oceans 
and the products we manufacture and consume. The 
supply chain is long and complicated. Children and 
workers in the Global South are particularly at risk since 
they can be exposed to high levels of chemicals used in 
the production of goods. In every way, toxic substances 
are a global problem that requires a global solution. 

ChemSeC TakeS The STaGe
recognising the need for an organisation dedicated 
to working with chemicals policy within the inter-
national arena, parts of the Swedish environmental 
movement formed ChemSec in 2002. ChemSec works 
closely with scientists at leading institutions and has 
established groundbreaking collaboration between 
business and civil society. over the years, ChemSec 
has has become known among nGos, governments 
and other stakeholders on the international arena as 
an important and respected actor.

Thousands of chemicals have been developed during the last decades. many are 
used in everyday products – from toys, textiles and paints to shampoo, electronic 
equipment and building materials. The problem is that we know little about their 
short and long term effects on our health and on the environment. but we do know 
enough to understand that many of the chemicals in widespread use today are 
hazardous. ChemSec is working for the phase-out of these chemicals. 

a catalyst for change



A toxic-free future

In a toxic-free world, the levels of man-made hazardous substances in the environment are 
close to zero, with a negligible impact on the ecosystem. To achieve this goal, ChemSec is  
actively working to

SharInG knoWledGe,  
buIldInG parTnerShIpS
ChemSec is always looking to highlight positive 
examples and achieve innovative solutions. We strive 
to be a reliable resource and knowledgeable partner. 
all of our activities are geared to making informa- 

tion easily accessible to increase awareness and 
 stimulate debate, as well as bring about concrete 
action, among important stakeholders.

› Get a broader acceptance in society for the key principles precaution, Substitution,  
polluter pays and right to know.

› promote legislation that builds upon these principles, while also helping to ensure that  
regulation is being effectively followed and enforced.

› encourage business actors to support and apply these principles – by showing that  
substituting hazardous chemicals with safer alternatives is both scientifically and  
economically feasible.

› Support and build alliances with environmental nGos to build a strong civil society  
in order to coordinate the effort to eliminate toxic uses.

› Serve as an open and dynamic forum for all parties working for more effective chemicals  
control.
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hoW IT all STarTed
When the environment ministers of the european 
union member States met in Cardiff, united kingdom, 
back in 1998, they acknowledged that european 
governments had failed to protect its citizens from 
the threat of toxic industrial chemicals. For decades, 
substances with devastating effects on human health 
and the environment had been allowed to spread 
throughout society. The Cardiff meeting became the 
starting point for a total overhaul of the eu’s policy 
towards toxic chemicals.  

reaCh – a GroundbreakInG propoSal
Three years later, a blueprint for a new groundbreak-
ing eu chemicals regulation was presented. This 
blueprint paved the way for the 2003 reaCh proposal 
which introduced an obligation for manufacturers and 
importers of chemicals to inform authorities about 
any possible risks with their chemicals. Chemical 
manufacturers around the world were quick to sound 
the alarm that the eu was creating “outrageous” new 
restrictions. The environmental movement, on the 
other hand, saw the proposed legislation as a long-
awaited initiative that could become a new paradigm 
in chemicals control. europe braced itself for a major 
political battle that soon became the largest lobbying 
campaign ever seen in brussels.

an increased understanding and awareness of the growing threat of toxic in dustrial 
chemicals led to a new legislative framework in the european union called reaCh. 
adopted in 2006, this groundbreaking initiative represents a new era of chemicals 
control within the eu and has become a model for the rest of the world to follow. 
From the start, ChemSec has been working on many fronts to strengthen reaCh 
and increase support among businesses for stricter chemicals control in europe. 
here are some of the ways ChemSec has made an impact on this bold regulation.

Spurring europe  
to better legislation
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neW voICeS are heard  
ChemSec was formed soon after the first reaCh 
proposal. a main priority became to promote and 
strengthen this bold, new legislation. ChemSec cul-
tivated support for a strong reaCh regulation from 
diverse groups, in particular large commercial compa-
nies down the supply chain. In stark contrast to chemi-
cal manufacturers, these companies had not pre-
viously been engaged in the reaCh discussions, even 
though the outcome of this legislation would affect 
them significantly. ChemSec organised an informal 
group of companies that spearheaded the chemical 
user’s response to reaCh. These companies publicly 
expressed “what we need from reaCh” and presented 
their views of efficient, far-reaching legislation to sup-
port their business activities. 

eaSy aCCeSS To InFormaTIon
during the process that eventually resulted in the 
reaCh regulation, ChemSec served as an important 
source of information for decision-makers. ChemSec 
also brought in scientists to help politicians better 
understand the threats posed by the unrestricted use 
of chemicals as well as to increase the understanding 
among regulators of what type of information on 
chemi cals is needed for efficient decision-making.

In a clear, easy-to-understand way, we explained 
the scope of the new regulation, its predicted out-
comes and the importance of far-reaching legislation. 
We accomplished this by organising stake-holder 
seminars, producing reports and publications, and 
develop ing an interactive “walk-through of reaCh” 
website. one example is a study that ChemSec con-
ducted on behalf of the european parliament and 
together with researchers in France, South africa 
and the uS, looking at the implications of reaCh for 
countries in the Global South. The report concluded 
that the costs of the new requirements would largely 
fall on large multinational corporations operating in 
these countries. 
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– Margot Wallström, Vice-President, European Commission

“During the development of the new 
EU chemicals regulation (REACH), 

ChemSec actively contributed and gave voice to 
businesses in favour of a strong regulation. 

The ChemSec involvement in the REACH process 
played an important role in shifting the balance towards  

a more progressive chemicals regulation within the EU.” 

makInG an ImpaCT
reaCh was finally adopted in 2006. although some 
truly bold ideas were watered down in the final text, 
reaCh definitely marks the beginning of a new era. by 
collaborating closely with large retailers and brand-
names, ChemSec contributed to the fact that reaCh 
now requires information about hazardous chemicals 
to be communicated throughout the supply chain. 
ChemSec also helped to strengthen the concept of 

substitution of the most hazardous chemicals, the 
so-called Substances of very high Concern, in the 
authorisation procedure. 



chemSec publicAtionS And reportS About reAch during 2003-2006

› new chemicals policy in the eu – good or bad for companies? (2003)

› reaCh – a leap forward for industry (2004)

› Cry wolf – predicted costs by industry in the face of new regulations (2004)

› reaCh – What does it cost? (2004)

› Questions & answers about reaCh (2004)

› protecting our patients’ health – supporting new legislation that will reduce exposure  
to hazardous chemicals (2004)

› What we need from reaCh – views on the proposal for a new chemical legislation  
within eu (2005)

› Surviving reaCh – a Guide for Companies that use Chemicals (2005)

› Implications of reaCh for developing countries (2006)

– Catherine Day, 2005, former Director-General for DG Environment, European 
Commission. 

“Surviving REACH” is an excellent report,  
it is one of the best publications on the REACH proposal that I have seen  

and I will recommend it to anyone who wants to understand REACH.”
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The rIGhT To knoW
The SIn list was launched in brussels in the autumn 
of 2008. as of october 2009, the SIn list 1.1 includes 
356 chemicals that have been identified as Substances 
of very high Concern based on the official criteria 
established by reaCh. These chemicals are currently 
being used in products from detergents and paints 
to computers and toys – even though they might 
cause cancer, disrupt hormonal systems or adversely 
affect reproductive functions. The SIn list highlights 
a broad range of chemicals that should be included 
on the official reaCh Candidate list, which would at 

Why wait to phase out toxic substances in consumer goods? The reaCh legislation 
is bold, but it is also slow and cumbersome. So far, only just a few chemicals have 
been put on the european union Candidate list of high concern substances – just 
the first step to phasing out these chemicals. To get things moving, ChemSec, in 
collaboration with leading nGos, developed the SIn (Substitute It now!) list of 
hazardous substances. The aim of the SIn list is to push the reaCh legislative pro-
cess forward and provide a tool that business and other actors can use to substitute 
hazardous chemicals with safer alternatives – ahead of legislation. 

The SIn list  
– nGos and business join forces



least give consumers the right to know if any of these 
substances are present in a product.

an onGoInG CollaboraTIon  
The SIn list was developed by ChemSec in close col-
laboration with leading nGos in the eu and the uS. 
Companies in the ChemSec business Group have 
also played an important role and have been actively 
involved in the development of the list. This combined 
effort of public interest groups, businesses, scientists 
and technical experts is based on credible, publicly 

available substance information from existing data-
bases, scientific studies and new research. The SIn list 
is an ongoing project that is continuously updated as 
new information on hazardous chemicals becomes 
available.

buSIneSS TakeS The lead
leading companies are increasingly using the SIn list 
in their corporate social responsibility and sustain-
ability efforts, as it provides them with a helpful 
indicator of hazardous chemicals to avoid in their 

– Stavros Dimas, European Commissioner for the Environment

“There will be a steady and substantial 
increase of substances of very high  

concern on the candidate list over the 
coming years. Initiatives taken by  

stakeholders, like the SIN list, that draw the 
attention of the public and industry to the 
most hazardous chemicals that should be 

a priority for substitution are important to 
drive the process forward.”
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products. major retailers such as Carrefour are using 
the SIn list to guide their suppliers and the ChemSec 
business Group, which includes consumer product 
firms like boots, Sara lee and Sony ericsson, is helping 
to lead the way. by taking action ahead of legislation, 
these companies are setting inspiring examples for 
others to follow. 

a popular meSSaGe 
– SubSTITuTe IT noW!
businesses, local and national governments and nGos 
are identifying new ways to put the SIn list to use – 

apply it and push legislation forward. The eu member 
States are taking notice of the SIn list and hopefully 
it will not be long before the eu and other regulatory 
processes take action on all of the SIn list chemicals, 
so that they no longer pose a serious risk to our health 
and the environment. 

The SIn list is also receiving a great deal of attention 
outside of europe. Just to name a few examples, the 
State of California, the uS. department of defence 
and the korean Institute of Science and Technology 
all see the SIn list as an inspiring guide and a useful 
tool. 

through the Sin liSt project, chemSec StriveS to:

› Influence the official reaCh Candidate list and encourage european authorities to adopt 
the SIn list and prioritise these substances in the authorisation procedure of the eu  
chemicals regulation reaCh

› provide credible, publicly available and comprehensively researched data on the most 
hazard ous chemicals

› Illustrate the importance of a proper authorisation procedure that ensures the substitution 
of the most hazardous chemicals and their replacement by safer alternatives

› provide early guidance regarding high concern chemicals to companies (mainly downstream 
users), consumers and regulators.



the Sin liSt project wAS developed by chemSec in cloSe collAborAtion with 
An AdviSory committee mAde up of nine ngoS working with environmentAl, 
heAlth, And conSumer iSSueS.

› The Center for International environmental law (CIel)

› The european Consumers’ organisation (beuC)

› The european environmental bureau (eeb)

› Friends of the earth europe (Foee)

› Greenpeace european unit

› The health and environmental alliance (heal)

› Instituto Sindical de Trabajo, ambiente y Salud (ISTaS)

› WWF european policy office

› Women in europe for a Common Future (WeCF)

– James Clark, Professor, University of York
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“Chemicals play a vital role in almost all consumer  
goods and it is essential that we become more 

knowledge able about any associated health or  
environmental problems as well as the properties that 

make them useful. ChemSec through its SIN list is  
playing an important role in identifying chemicals that 

should be replaced by safer and greener alternatives.”



drIvInG The debaTe,  
SpreadInG The meSSaGe
The ChemSec business Group brings together pro-
gressive companies from diverse product sectors and 
industries, but with a shared goal: the development 
of effective corporate practice in the substitution of 
hazardous substances. as a platform for public act-
ivities and partnership opportunities, the ChemSec 
business Group aims to promote a better understand-
ing of emerging chemicals issues – and help to 
provide solutions for them. For example, the group 
was actively involved in the development of the SIn 
list, and its activities overall drive the debate and 
en courage engagement in chemicals related issues. 

neTWorkInG knoWledGe  
on SaFer alTernaTIveS  
Switching to safer substances can be a challenging 
task. many companies are struggling to find alterna-
tives that both fulfil the required function and are 
economically feasible. ChemSec gathers and high-
lights positive business substitution case studies 
and creates platforms for dialogue about the art of 
delivering toxic-free products. 

ChemSec has organised numerous business-focused 
activities and events highlighting progressive chemi-
cals policies. These include seminars in the european 
parliament, business-to-business conferences as well 

In 2004, ChemSec laid the foundation for close collaboration with industry by form-
ing the ChemSec business Group. The aim was to find common ground between 
ChemSec’s pursuit of a toxic free environment and the ambition of companies 
to be both successful in their markets and more sustainable in their operations. 
Critical for achieving legislative progress, ChemSec’s engagement with business 
gathers and coordinates the voice of downstream users of chemicals, a voice which 
speaks against the prevalent misconception that all industry is generally opposed 
to regulation.

ChemSec business Group 
leading the way



as producing a number of publications demonstrat-
ing the business sense of sustainable chemicals 
policies in industry. 

a buSIneSS SuCCeSS FaCTor
as new information emerges on the potential dangers 
of hazardous chemicals, more and more companies 
are waking up to the associated risks and opportun-
ities for not only their brand image but also their over-
all competitiveness. a growing number of companies 
are running toxics reduction programs, inspired by 
international environmental agreements and their 

customers’ concern for safer products as well as new 
business opportunities. They are setting inspiring 
examples by engaging in the chemicals policy debate 
and demonstrating proactiveness that benefits their 
stakeholders – from consumers and employees to 
policy-makers and media.

– Noel Morrin, Senior Vice President Sustainability & Green Construction, Skanska

“Since 2005 Skanska AB has been an active supporter 
of ChemSec because of its unique position in the European debate 

about improved regulation and transparency concerning chemicals.  
This activity and the cross-sector group of companies that work with 

ChemSec provide vital insights into the evolving debate in the EU 
and elsewhere. Skanska is proud to have helped ChemSec launch 

the SIN List and during the REACH negotiations explain to 
senior EU officials the complex issues around chemicals 

as they relate to our sector.”
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the chemSec buSineSS group includeS:

– Ethel Forsberg, Director-General, Swedish Chemicals Agency

“ChemSec has keenly identified stakeholders 
that have not previously been heard from 
in the discussion of increased chemical safety. 
ChemSec’s support has, for example, enabled parts of 
industry producing consumer goods 
to have a stronger voice in the democratic processes 
expressing their support of stricter chemicals regulations.”

Participants	 	 Associated	Participants

› b&Q › nokia › eureau

› boots ltd. u.k. › Sara lee › Swedish Construction Federation

› dell › Skanska 

› l’oréal › Sony ericsson
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monITorInG Global aGreemenTS
ChemSec supports the development of stronger 
 global agreements to combat toxic pollution and 
monitors global chemical legislative processes, such 
as SaICm and the Stockholm Convention. The un-led 
SaICm (Strategic approach to International Chemicals 
management) aims to provide an overarching frame-
work for global action on chemical hazards and 
enable governments and other stakeholders to col-
laborate more effectively on reducing toxic risks. 
The Stockholm Convention on persistent organic 
pollutants (pops) is a legally binding treaty and has 
been signed by 162 countries.  

enhanCInG CapaCITy amonG nGoS 
ChemSec recently co-organised, together with SSnC, 
a major program to enhance capacity among nGos 
in the Global South, focusing on hazardous chemicals 
issues. between 2006 and 2008 ChemSec cooperat-
ed with and gave support to nGos based primarily 
in africa. The aim was to strengthen these nGos in 
their work with problems related to chemicals from a 
poverty and human rights-based perspective. The pro-
gram provided support to activities and projects that 
focused on preventing and reducing effects of toxic 
chemicals and promoting safer chemicals manage-
ment, primarily within the field of industrial chemi-

Toxic substances are a global problem that demands global action. Fortunately, 
organisations around the world are actively networking, sharing knowledge and 
forming strategies towards a toxic free environment. This concerted effort is having 
an impact. new international agreements on chemicals are being implemented and 
existing ones are being strengthened. ChemSec participates in this work, providing 
resources and expertise on chemicals policy. one of ChemSec’s areas of focus is to 
share the knowledge and experiences gained in europe during the reaCh process 

to support organisations in other parts of the world.

Going global  
– bridging knowledge and politics
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– Jamidu Katima, Chairman  AGENDA, Tanzania 

“ChemSec has played a significant  
catalytic role in promoting a toxic free 
future movement in the Global South 
through its capacity building program 

that has brought on board several NGOs 
who have never worked on chemicals  

in the past.”



cals and chemicals in products. In 2008, ChemSec 
also co- organised an nGo skill share on heavy 
metals together with the environmental organisa-
tion aGenda in Tanzania, gathering participants from 
14 countries, including kenya, rwanda, mozambique, 
Indonesia, the philippines and the uS.

ChemICalS manaGemenT 
In eaSTern europe
during 2005-2007, ChemSec worked closely with 
environmental nGos in eastern europe for safer 
chemicals management. These organisations were 

mainly mama-86 in the ukraine, FrI in belarus and 
eco-accord in russia. The project, “a Toxic-Free europe”, 
included surveys of existing chemicals legislation 
in these countries as well as recommendations for 
improving chemicals management and strengthen-
ing legislation. one of the concrete outcomes of 
the project was a database listing environmentally 
and economically feasible technologies in chemical 
manage ment, the first of its kind in the russian 
language. The project culminated in a nGo training 
workshop that focused on finding new ideas and 
solutions for some of the chemical problems in these 
countries. 

– Björn Beeler, IPEN International Coordinator

“IPEN is heavily invested in the Stockholm Convention, SAICM 
and other international chemical safety policies. In order to 
shape robust NGO positions, IPEN needs input from our  
partners from across the globe. In this effort, ChemSec is  
a strategic partner for IPEN to advance our shared vision of  
a toxics-free future for all.”
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› aGenda, Tanzania
› ban Toxics!, philippines
› Centre for public health and environmental development (Cephed), nepal
› day hospital Institute for development and rehabilitation (dhIdr), egypt
› ecoaccord, russia
› envirocare, Tanzania
› environmental management Trust (emT), Tanzania
› ilima, kenya
› national association of professional environmentalists (nape), uganda
› pro-biodiversity Conservationists of uganda (probICou), uganda
› red de accin en agricultura alternativa (raaa), peru
› research and education centre for development (Crepd), Cameroon
› Tanzania association of environmental engineers (Taee), Tanzania
› Toxics link, India
› WahlI, Indonesia

the SmAll-grAnt funding progrAm, which chemSec cArried out jointly with 
the SwediSh Society for nAture conServAtion, Supported the following ngoS 
during 2008

Ipen – The poWer oF many 
Started by a group of nGos in 1998, Ipen ’s 
(International pop s elimination network) original 
aim was to promote a global legal instrument to 
control and eliminate persistent organic pollutants 
(pops). This initiative was part of a process that led to 
the Stockholm Convention on pops, which came into 
force in 2004. 

Since then, Ipen has continued to evolve, expanding 
its mission to integrate chemicals management into  

the sustainable development and poverty eradication 
agenda. Today Ipen’s global network includes more 
than 700 nGos in over 100 countries. as a collaborat-
ing partner, ChemSec works closely with Ipen which 
provides a dynamic link to nGos outside of europe, 
particularly in the Global South.
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phaSInG ouT hazardouS ChemICalS 
In europe
Within the european union we see the implementa-
tion of reaCh and the revision of the rohS directive 
as two very important issues for the next couple of 
years. one of our goals is therefore to work to sig-
nificantly extend reaCh’s Candidate list. In addition 
we are aiming for a broader acceptance of the SIn list 
within the business community so that it is regarded 
as the list of hazardous chemicals to be avoided and 
substituted. We also believe that nanotechnology and 
pharmaceuticals in the environment are increasingly 
important issues that will need special attention. 

STrenGThenInG Global aGreemenTS
ChemSec will continue its efforts to support new 
and existing global agreements. For example, the 
ongoing work to establish a treaty that focuses on 
mercury pollution is vitally important – and we want 
to help ensure that it is realised. another area of 
focus is the Stockholm Convention. Quite simply, it 
needs to become a more relevant and sharper tool 
for phasing out hazardous substances that are in 
use today. ChemSec is also committed to supporting 
the Strategic approach to International Chemical 
management (SaICm) process. after all, it has enabled 
countries to tackle the problems they are facing with 
toxic chemicals in a structured way for the first time 
ever.

ChemSec will continue to work for a toxic free environment and act as a catalyst 
for change by encouraging dialogue between policy-makers, science, civil society 
and business. In the upcoming years, we believe that scientific results regarding 
the impact of hazardous chemicals will influence the public debate to a greater 
extent than before. Therefore, we will continue to work to highlight the problems 
with hazardous chemicals so that awareness of this issue is one day on par with 
the problems of climate change.

looking ahead  



member orGanISaTIonS
ChemSec was formed in 2002 by four Swedish 
environ mental organisations: 

› World Wildlife Fund (WWF) 
› Swedish Society for nature Conservation
› Friends of the earth
› nature and youth

These  nGos are currently the ChemSec member 
organisations and are represented on the ChemSec 
board.

oFFICe and STaFF
ChemSec is based in Gothenburg, Sweden. The 
ChemSec team represents a combination of 
chemists, political scientists, business experts and 
communications specialists. 

FundInG
ChemSec operates through support from a broad 
spectrum of society. a main contributor is the 
Swedish Government, but ChemSec also receives 
financial support from charitable foundations and 
other nGos. 

Since 2003, chemSec hAS received funding 
from the following:

more than 50 000 eur

› Swedish Government
› John merck Fund
› Swedish environmental protection agency
› Swedish Chemicals agency

less than 50 000 eur:

› German environmental protection agency
› european parliament directorate-General for  
   external policies of the union 
› Sigrid rausing Trust, through Chemical  
   reaction
› mistra/newS
› marisla Foundation
› panta rhea
› Greenpeace International
› World Wildlife Fund
› Swedish Society for nature Conservation

January 2010

ChemSec at a glance  





ChemSec – the International Chemical Secretariat

P.O. Box 7005, SE-402 31 Göteborg, Sweden
Phone:  +46(0)31 711 04 95   
E-mail:  info@chemsec.org
www.chemsec.org

ChemSec is a non-profit organisation working for a toxic-free environ-
ment. To reach this goal, we work to highlight the health and environ-
mental risks of hazardous substances and to make accurate, science-
based information readily available. ChemSec is a dynamic, wide 
reaching organisation, able to move quickly and work in a positive 
and active way to achieve concrete results. We are actively engaging 
business and working to influence and speed up legislative processes 
– within the eu and around the world. This approach puts ChemSec 
in a unique position to promote open dialogue between authorities, 
business, science and civil society so that effective action is taken. 
examples of this are the development of the SIn (Substitute It now!) 
list of hazardous chemicals and the ChemSec business Group, a col-
laboration with companies that are committed to phasing out toxic 
chemicals from their products. Imagine a world that is free of harmful 
chemicals. We are working to make it happen. 


